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As the New Year began, I was getting ready by loading up the truck and heading south to Grand Bay,
Alabama to meet up with many from the building ministry for a project at The Baptist Chapel. Pastor
Steve Merritt and his wife Laurel allowed me the pleasure of staying with them in their home while
working at the build. It was such a blessing to me having some fellowship time with them while staying
at their home. I was able to perform a few repairs on vehicles while there along with helping out with the
building project for a few days. We were able to attend the local association meeting and share what the
Lord is doing in the Macedonian Missionary Ministries. Brother Steve and the church gave me the
opportunity to preach God’s word while visiting and working with them. Thank you to all of the people
from The Baptist Chapel that worked alongside us, feed us well, and took such good care of us.
While the mechanic’s ministry continues to grow and we use two shops to complete the work on mission
vehicles, there are a lot of expenses in running these two different locations. One of our locations is in
Nancy, Kentucky; this is where Brother Terry Molden performs a lot of work to help the ministry. The
second location is at our home in Acworth, Georgia; this is the main shop for me to work from. Speaking
of the expenses, there are many months we run the Mechanic’s fund into the red keeping these two shops
up and running and available to help the missionaries with their needs. We ask you pray about this
alongside us that we can raise the funds to get the ministry running back into the black. The funds used
from the Mechanic’s fund are used to buy shop supplies, purchasing equipment and tools as needed; they
pay for monthly software and license fees for scanner and information programs that are necessary to
continue to service vehicles along with insurance and utilities. We are very blessed that there is no rent
payments that are paid on either facility.
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I mentioned a few months ago that Macedonian Missionary Service had a truck donated that we would be
repairing to use in the ministry. The body work, clean up and hitch work is finished. We are beginning
to service the truck and get it ready for us to take on the road to help with picking up of vehicles and
moving equipment around the country. We will be replacing all of the tires, shocks, brakes, suspension
system, complete tune up, fluids, hoses, belts, etc along with what has already been repaired and painted.
The cost will be about $ 4,500.00 with insurance and cost of parts. We ask your prayers in helping to
reach the goal to prepare this much needed vehicle.
Thank you for all of your prayers and support.
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